PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUITE
ONLY 11% OF ORGANIZATIONS ARE FULLY AGILE*

According to a study conducted by the Project Management Institute, only 11% of organizations report always using agile for their projects, while 12% don’t use agile at all. The majority fall somewhere in between, utilizing both waterfall and agile methodologies in their day to day work.

In many cases, dealing with external deadlines is unavoidable. Sometimes project managers have to incorporate an external team into a workflow, source an extremely rare skill, or buy an expensive piece of equipment, leading to fixed project dates.

We get that, which is why we aim to make combining methodologies a little bit easier.

*PMI’s Pulse of the Profession 2017®. Project Management Institute, Newton Square, PA, U.S.A.
BigPicture is based on visual PPM tools

Built to manage projects that use both agile and waterfall methodologies within Jira

Features that support agile methodologies include roadmaps, boards, or risk and team modules

Gantt chart and resource modules support waterfall methodologies

Portfolio, solution, program or value stream levels ensure high-level project management

“\nWe understood that BigPicture is a huge Jira add-on. To get familiar with the application as soon as possible, we had to have a training session. During the two-day session, we received all the information regarding the application. The training consisted of basic usage and the administration details. Therefore, everyone in our team benefitted. I would recommend on-site training, whenever you are going to use BigPicture.”

Susumu Sekiguchi | Project Manager at the Finland Software Development Center Rohm Semiconductor GmbH, Oulu, Finland | May 2018
The SoftwarePlant team is made up of ambitious individuals fascinated with new technologies. Together, we have created a company that celebrates each other’s achievements and cherishes small encourages individualism.

SoftwarePlant means autonomy at all levels. Every day we meet challenges that translate into knowledge, experience and success.